Protecting your most valuable asset...people

Introducing the AROWGuard Driver Protection System (DPS) for School Buses

Designed to maximize visibility for the driver, the AROWGuard school bus design is a fixed solid door with a back polycarbonate partition giving your drivers an added defense against airborne pathogens. This DPS unit is intended to be used in a closed position while the bus is moving, but does have a locking mechanism should the driver choose to keep the door partially open.

Features:

- In compliance with AS-2 regulations driver visibility regulations.
- Pyrolytic anti-glare coating compatible, which reduces interior and exterior light reflectance to less than 2%.
- Designed to attach securely to the vehicle chassis or carlines.
- Glass geometry allows for unobstructed view of surroundings, including rearward facing and curbside mirrors.
- Designed with adjustable components to allow for increased flexibility when installing the unit.